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one last ramble christopher somerville

Anyone looking for an illustration of the terms 
‘enthusiasm’ and ‘commitment’ should see Alistair 
Anderson play  concertina. Erect and neat, with the 

aquiline profile of a Cherokee, this master musician’s whole  
lean frame quivers with electric energy. He plays with body and 
soul, sweeping the concertina up and down, swirling it round in 
circles as he steps in time like the dancer that he is, shaking and 
cajoling a stream of Northumbrian hornpipes, reels and waltzes 
out of the instrument. 

No surly folkie’s scowls or weary mask of professional 
indifference for Anderson, who is reckoned one of the finest 
Northumbrian pipers and concertina players in the world. The 
music lives through this man. His face to the rafters, rapt, he 

paints a sound-picture of heathery hills, peat-brown burns and 
lonely farms under black Border skies. This is a kind of alchemy, 
a magical fusion of music and landscape that raises the hairs on 
the back of my neck.

In those rolling Border hills the wild local music is thriving 
against the odds, largely thanks to dedicated enthusiasts like 
Anderson. It was a boyhood love of walking and climbing, and  
an interest in the birds and flowers of the Cheviots, that guided 
Anderson in the early 1960s out of the Newcastle ship-building 
district of Wallsend, into the open air of rural Northumberland. 

Back then the county’s long tradition of music and dance – 
especially the playing of its native instrument, the Northumbrian 
small-pipes – seemed in danger of dying out. The teenage 
Anderson found pipers, fiddlers, dancers and singers in the  
back rooms of pubs and at farmhouse kitchen tables. He listened 
and learned in the old-fashioned, pre-recording way, gradually 
building a repertoire of tunes whose titles seemed soaked in 
the very rocks and stones of the Cheviot landscape: ‘The Wild 
Hills o’ Wannies’, ‘Northumbrian Gathering’, ‘Kielder Fells’, 
‘Shew’s the Way to Wallington’, ‘Rothbury Hills’… 

While Alistair Anderson has made a name for himself as a 
master musician – at first with his band The High Level Ranters, 
later as a solo artist – he has never forgotten where the tradition 
is rooted. The tours he put together with three elderly friends, 
all Northumbrian shepherds – Joe Hutton on pipes, Willy Taylor 
on fiddle and Will Atkinson playing mouth organ – celebrated 
those roots. 

This was back-kitchen music on the concert stage, 
with Anderson and the three old-timers 

swapping and embellishing tunes and stories in front of  
their audiences as naturally as they would have done in the  
pub or at home. And even more importantly, Anderson has 
continued walking and exploring, dancing, composing and 
playing, and teaching and encouraging youngsters around  
the Cheviot country where he still lives.

Driving north with Alistair Anderson’s ‘Steel Skies’ pouring 
from the speakers – or, for that matter, the great pipers Kathryn 
Tickell and Billy Pigg, or Forster Charlton and Willy Taylor 
fiddling away – I hold a very specific landscape in my mind’s  
eye: the long blue line of the Cheviots, their rolling heights, the 
stark farms that huddle in their lee, the rough old tracks of 
Salter’s Road and Gamel’s Path that cross them, the way their 

coarse grass ripples in mile-long lines of alternate matt and sheen. 
Music and the landscape it springs from seem intertwined: the 

wildness of Shetland reflected in its unbridled reels, the gentle 
pastorality of County Clare in the subtle undulations of its jigs 
and hornpipes, East Anglian clay in galumphing song and morris 
tunes. Whistle these airs as you walk the landscapes that bred 
them. I recommend ‘Rothbury Hills’ and a walk on Simonside, 
the windier the better. If that isn’t a foretaste of heaven, it will do 
until one happens along. 

For more about Alistair Anderson visit  
www.tradmusic.com/artistinfo.asp?artistID=3.

“Music and the landscape it springs from seem intertwined: the wildness of Shetland 
reflected in its unbridled reels, the gentle pastorality of County Clare in the undulations  
of its jigs and hornpipes, East Anglian clay in galumphing song and morris tunes.”

Whistling along to the landscape’s tune
Enraptured by the songs of a Northumbrian folk musician, Christopher Somerville rediscovers 
how a great local tune can make your walk heavenly.


